
The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Good morning animals (Day 1)

Rich 
--------> Pavel

Good mor... no ! Good morn... no, no, no, no ! 

Good morning animals ! It's the Rich Morning Show ! 

Yeah, there it is... It's MAGIC MONDAY ! What ?! The show is starting ? 

Hello animals ! Welcome to the Rich Morning Show. 

I am Rich Morning. I am an ostrich, and I am 3 years old ! 

This is our first show, and we have a special mission : We will find my assistant !

Okay animals, who wants to be my assistant ? 

Hmmn... no, no, oh no... yes, you ! You have a moustache ! I like you ! 

Come here please ! 

Okay ! Mr. Moustache, how are you ? 

--------> Haouww ! 

Great. Uh, what's your name ? 

--------> Haouww ! Haouww ! 

Uh huh... Pavel. Pavel, do you speak English ? 

--------> Haouww ! 

Perfect ! Finally : The Coffee Test ! Pavel, bring me a coffee please ! 

Thank you Pavel. This is my Rich Morning mug ! I love it ! 

[Rich drinks]

Mmm! Delicious. 

Pavel, you've got the job. Congratulations ! 

--------> Haouww ! 

Animals, Pavel the seal, my new assistant ! 

Thanks for watching, and see you tomorrow for more fun on the Rich Morning 

Show ! 



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Octavia's cake (Day 2)

Rich 
--------> Octavia

Good morning animals ! 
I am Rich Morning, and this is the Rich Morning Show ! I have some terrific news! 

It's Tuesday ! TERRIFIC TUESDAY! 

Raise your hands if you like cake ! Good, me too. 

Today our chef Octavia the Octopus will make a cake ! Hello Octavia ! 

--------> Hi ! 

Rich: Octavia, what will we make today ? 

--------> A cake, Rich ! We will make a chocolate cake. 

For this we need CHOCOLATE, EGGS, WATER, MILK AND LOVE. 

Okay, watch carefully now ! 

Now we'll just put it in the microwave and 3, 2, 1 our cake is ready ! 

Oh my beautiful cake ! It's ruined ! 

[Octavia cries] 

Oh, don't say that Octavia, I'm sure it's fine... Let me see ! 

Oh yeah, the cake is definitely ruined... it looks like my uncle Steve ! 

[Octavia cries]  

Oh don't cry Octavia, don't cry ! 

It's okay, everything's going to be okay. There there. 

[Octavia kisses Rich] 

Woah, woah ! Octavia please ! Not in front of the animals. 

[microwave explodes] 

Woah. 

[Rich tastes cake] 

No ! Too much love. Anyway animals, thanks for watching, we'll see you tomorrow 

for another Rich Morning Show !



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Llama rock (Day 3)

Rich 
--------> Llama Bob

Good morning animals! Welcome to the Rich Morning Show! Today is a WEIRD 

WEDNESDAY! Very WEIRD! 

Today we have a very special musical guest. 

Please welcome the 'Machu Picchu All Stars!' 

--------> Hey Rich Morning Show, are you ready to rock? 

Hey little darling,
I want to teach you
all about 
Machu Picchu.
It's the place
where the llamas walk! 
Hey little darling,
I want to meet you
on the top 
of Machu Picchu.
It's the place
where the llamas rock! 
Come on, rock that trumpet now! 

Thank you so much guys! That was incredible. 

So, you're a llama, huh? That must be weird! I'm an ostrich! 

Anyway, thanks for watching animals, see you tomorrow on the Rich Morning 

Show! 

¯

¯



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
The hottest dog (Day 4)

Rich 
--------> Woofie

Hey hey animals ! It's the Rich Morning Show : the number one morning show in 

the world... hosted by an ostrich ! Today is THUNDEROUS THURSDAY ! 

It's time to play : ROUND THING OF FORTUNE ! Let's meet our player...  

You ! You're a dog, you've got big ears, please welcome Woofie ! 

How are you doing Woofie ? 

--------> Woof ! 

Woof, there it is. Ready to play ? 

--------> Woof ! 

Okay ! Today's word has 6 letters, and here is a clue : it's a type of a sandwich ! 

Ready ? Go ! 

--------> A ? [buzzer!] B ? [buzzer!] C ? [buzzer!] D?  [ding!] 

One D. Try again ! 

--------> O ? [ding! ding!]

Oh yeah ! Two O's ! You're getting warmer ! 

--------> Y ?

Why ? Because it's fun ! Oh ho ho ho, the letter 'y' ! No, sorry, you're getting 

COLDER ! 

--------> T ? [ding!]

Tea ? No thanks, I will have a coffee though. Someone bring me a coffee ! 

--------> H ? [ding!] 

Yes Woofie, you're hot right now ! You're on fire ! A sandwich, Woofie ! Come on ! 

What's the answer ? 

Time is up Woofie ! The answer is HOT DOG ! HOT... DOG !!! 

That's all the time we have for today, thanks for joining me ! See you tomorrow on 

the Rich Morning Show !



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Fish football (Day 5)

Rich 
--------> Lucy

Good morning animals ! Welcome to the one, the only, Rich Morning Show ! 

Today is the best day of the week : it's FUNKY FRIDAY ! 

Now we will play with Pavel... Pavel wake up ! 

The name of today's game is « FISH FOOTBALL ». 

Here is how it works : If someone can score a goal with this FISH, and this FISH 

CANNON, everyone will win a fantastic new... unicycle ? 

That's right a unicycle : fun for everyone ! 

Now let's find a contestant ! Lucy from Canada ! 

Lucy, what's your name ? 

--------> My name is Lucy. 

Where are you from, Lucy ? 

--------> I'm from Canada. 

Canada ? That's wonderful ! Let's play the game ! Lucy are you ready ? 

--------> Yes. 

Here we go ! Pavel wake up ! 

Woah ! Just missed ! 

Woah ! So close ! 

Woah ! Lucy, you won ! You're the big winner ! 

Thanks for joining us on the Rich Morning show ! 

Have a great weekend and we'll see you on Monday !



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Cooking Calamari with Octavia (Day 6)

Rich 
--------> Octavia

Hello animals ! I'm Rich Morning, this is the Rich Morning show ! 

Today is MAGIC MONDAY! 

I hope you're hungry ! I know I am ! 

Today we are going to cook calamari with our chef Octavia the Octopus ! 

Octavia, what are we going to cook ? 

--------> Today we are going to cook fried calamari! 

Great! 

--------> Calamari can be delicious ! 

I hope so ! 

--------> Do you know what calamari are ? 

No idea. 

--------> No ? 

No. 

--------> Well, calamari are small squid ! 

Oh. 

--------> I'm sorry... 

Don't cry! 

--------> But some of these calamari are my family ! 

--------> This is little Joseph, my nephew, and this is my young cousin Marie. 

Octavia, are you alright ? 

--------> No, I always cry when I cook family. 

Me too. Uh oh... what's happening ? Is it, is it... magic ? 

AMAZING ! Mmmm ! I think it's Joseph ! 

Anyway, that's all for today, thanks for joining us, have a good morning and we'll see 

you tomorrow on the Rich Morning Show!



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Rich's Telephone Call (Day 7)

Rich 
--------> Voice

--------> Rich! Rich! 

Huh ? Oh ! Hello ! 
This is the... 

--------> Rich Morning Show ! 

Rich Morning Show ! 
And today is... 

--------> TERRIFIC TUESDAY ! 

TERRIFIC TUESDAY ! 

So... what have we got today ? 

[phone rings]

Huh ? Ah... Ah... Oh ! A telephone ! 
Excuse me one minute, please. I should answer this. 
Hello ? Who is it ? 
Yes, speaking. 
Yes ? Hi. No. Good, thank you. 
Who is this ? Oh ! Uh hmmm ! Hold on please. 

I'm sorry animals, I have to take care of something. 

Pavel ? 
Could you dance for us ? 
Thanks ! 
Yes, thank you for waiting. Goodbye. 

[Pavel dances]

Thanks Pavel ! You can go now ! 
Well, that's the end of the show. It was TERRIFIC, wasn't it ? 
See you tomorrow ! Have a great day, and remember to use the telephone !



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Pavel's Pool Shot (Day 8)

Rich 
--------> Pavel

...Public

--------> Haouww ! Haouww ! Haouww ! ...

Pavel ! What are you doing here ? 

Get back in your cage ! 

Good morning animals ! 

I am Rich Morning, and I am the host of the Rich Morning Show ! 

Welcome to a WEIRD WEDNESDAY ! 

Does anyone like pool ? 

...Yeahhh !!...

Good ! Animals, get ready for PAVEL's POOL SHOT ! 

Pavel, can you explain this shot to us? 

--------> Haouww ! 

Oh, that's right you can't talk. I'll explain it ! 

The cue ball is going to hit the red ball into the corner...

turn right and hit the yellow ball.

Then it will go around the blue ball...

make a u-turn, and do a little dance !

Finally, it will turn left and hit the green ball ! 

Got it ? Good ! 

Okay, Pavel, go go go! 

[ Pavel hits the ball ]

Ow ! Okay... that went well, I think. 

Good job Pavel. 

Anyway, thanks for joining us animals, we hope you enjoyed this WEIRD 

WEDNESDAY. 

See you tomorrow !



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
The Great Debate (Day 9)

Rich 

Good morning animals and welcome to the Rich Morning Show on a 

THUNDEROUS THURSDAY ! Ha ha ! 

Today we have a big debate ! 

The topic : « Which came first : the chicken or the egg ? »

Our first guest is a professor and the author of the book : 'Chickens came first'. 

Please welcome Dr. Amanda the Panda ! 

Our second guest is a scientist and the author of the book : 'Egg before chicken'. 

Clap your hands for Dr. Rufus the Kangaroo ! 

Alright, let's debate ! 

[panda's speaking]

Interesting point, Dr. Amanda. Would you like to say something, Dr. Kangaroo ?

[kangaroo's speaking]

Yes I see ! Um hmm. 

[Fight!]

Woah ! Let's calm down! This is madness ! 

Please, there's no need for violence ! Security ! Pavel ! 

Text : We apologize for the technical difficulties, animals ! 
The kangaroo broke the camera. 
We'll see you tomorrow for another Rich Morning Show !!! 



The   Rich Morning Show                                          
Underwater world (Day 10)

Rich 
--------> Pavel

Good morning animals ! 
It's me, Rich Morning ! 
And welcome to a very very funky funky Friday Friday !  

Who likes video games ? Nobody ? 
Because today Pavel is going to play a video game ! 
Pavel, are you ready to rock and roll ? 

--------> Haouww ! Haouww ! Haouww ! 

Good ! This game is called UNDERWATER WORLD! 

[Pavel enters the video game]

Wow ! Pavel is INSIDE the machine, he's going to LIVE the game ! 
Pavel has three lives! 

WATCH OUT ! A fisherman ! 

LOOK, Pavel caught a fish and got a mega boost ! 

Be CAREFUL Pavel ! Here comes the monster ! 

Ooh ! Looks like Pavel was EATEN by the monster ! 
Anyway thanks for watching, have a good weekend, and remember ... 
Monsters can eat you ! !


